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Make economics, not war
Dear readers,
Welcome to the new issue of the TSEconomist! Its launch marks the 20th printing of our
publication, and with it, the celebration of seven generations of TSE students' creativity and
commitment. We must also thank you, our readers, for your continued support: on behalf
of the team, I hope you enjoy the fruit of our hard work.
This issue's focus, war, is not a popular topic. It can be difficult to address such sensitive
matters, but the articles you will find in these pages will introduce you to the different
dimensions war can take. The economic modeling of war reveals the essential role of
rationality, and how the challenge starts with the limited amount of resources. Beyond the
theory, you can read about the other facets of war: the long-term consequences of conflicts,
the question of drone regulation, as well as the relatively new threat of cyberwarfare.
We are also delighted to present an interview our members conducted with the recipient
of the 2018 Jean-Jacques Laffont prize, Professor Daron Acemoglu from the MIT. Have
you ever pondered the possibility of robots replacing workers, and the potential role and
effectiveness of universal basic income? Have you considered the consequences artificial
intelligence might have on the exacerbation of inequality? What about the role an economist
should have in current political affairs? Professor Acemoglu answers this and more in an
interview you should not miss.
Further into the pages of this issue, our French Corner is getting bigger and better, where
our writers tackle issues such as “la Montagne d’Or”. This article is the illustration of the
saying that “not everything that shines is gold”, and you will see that while the gold may
shine, it is tarnished by the environmental impact and excessive politics surrounding the
Guyanese gold mine.

Rémi Perrichon

All of these articles are just a preview of what you will find in this issue, along with our usual
professional content on feedback from internships, memoirs, and campus life.

Camille Quideau

Thanks for reading and enjoy,
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Interview with Daron Acemoglu
Artificial intelligence, institutions,
and the future of work
by Valérie Furio, Gökçe Gökkoca, Konrad
Lucke, Paula Navarro, and Rémi Perrichon
2. Thanks to you and other scholars working on economics and
institutions, we now know that the way institutions regulate
economic life and create incentives are of great importance for
the development of a nation. New players such as Google now
possess both the technology and the data needed to efficiently
solve the optimisation problems institutions face. This raises the
debate on government access, purchase, and use of this data,
especially in terms of efficiency versus possible harms to democracy due to the centralisation of political power. What is your
take on this?
I think you are raising several difficult and important issues. Let
me break them into two parts.
Paula Navarro, Gökçe Gökkoca, Daron Acemoglu, Rémi Perrichon, Konrad Lucke

T

he recipient of the 2018 Jean-Jacques Laffont prize, Daron
Acemoglu, is the Elizabeth and James Killian Professor of
Economics at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. The
Turkish-American economist has been extensively published
for his research on political economy, development, and labour
economics, and has won multiple awards for his two books,
Economic Origins of Dictatorship and Democracy (2006) and
Why Nations Fail (2012), which he co-authored with James A.
Robinson from the University of Chicago.
The Jean-Jacques Laffont prize is the latest addition to the welldeserved recognition the economist has received for his work,
which includes the John Bates Clark Medal from the American
Economic Association in 2005 and the BBVA Frontiers of
Knowledge Award in Economics in 2017. Despite a schedule
heavy with seminars and conferences, Daron kindly set aside
some time to offer the TSEconomist his insights on topics ranging from the impact of artificial intelligence for our societies to
the role an academic ought to take in public political affairs.

1. Congratulations on winning the Jean-Jacques Laffont prize.
What does this prize represent to you?
I’m incredibly honoured. Jean-Jacques Laffont was a pioneer
economist in both theory and applications of theory to major
economic problems. I think this tradition is really important for
the relevance of economics and of its flourishing over the last
two decades or so. I think it’s a fantastic way of honouring his
influence, and I feel very privileged to have been chosen for it.

One is about whether the advances in technology, including AI
and computational power, will change the trade-off between
different political regimes. I think the jury’s out and we do not
know the answer to that, but my sense would be that it would not
change it as much as it changes the feasibility of different regimes
to survive even if they are not optimal. What I mean is that you
can start thinking about the problem of what was wrong with the
Soviet Union in the same way that Hayek did. There are problems
to be solved and they’re just too complex, the government can’t
handle it and let’s hope that the market solves it.

“It is not simply that governments and rulers cannot do the
right thing, but that they do
not have the incentives to do
so.”
Then, if you think about it that way, you may say that the government is getting better at solving it, so perhaps we can have a
more successful Soviet Union. I think that this is wrong for two
reasons that highlight why Hayek’s way of thinking was limited,
despite beingrevolutionary and innovative. One reason is that
the problem is not static, but dynamic, so the new algorithms
and capabilities create as many new problems that we don’t even
know how to articulate. It is therefore naive to think that in such
a changing world, we can delegate decision-making to an algorithm and hope that it will do better than the decentralised workings of individuals in groups, markets, communities, and so on.
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The second reason is that Hayek’s analysis did not sufficiently
emphasise a point that I think he was aware of and stressed in
other settings: it is not just about the capabilities of the governments, but about their incentives. It is not simply that governments and rulers cannot do the right thing, but that they do not
have the incentives to do so. Even if they wanted to do the right
thing, they do not have the trust of the people and thus cannot
get the information and implement it. For that reason, I don’t
think that the trade-offs between dictatorship and democracy, or
market planning versus some sort of market economy, is majorly
affected by new technology.

dominance of companies like Google, Amazon, Facebook: they
are actually shaping how AI is developing. Their business model
and their priorities may be pushing AI to develop in ways that
are not advantageous for society and certainly for creating jobs
and demand for labour. We are very much at the beginning of the
process of AI and we definitely have to be alert to the possibility that AI will have potentially destructive effects on the labour
market. However, I don’t think that it is a foregone conclusion,
and I actually believe there are ways of using AI that will be more
conducive to higher wages and higher employment.

On the other hand, we know that the equilibrium feasibility of a
dictatorship may be affected. The ability to control information,
the Internet, social media, and other things, may eventually give
much greater repressive capability to dictatorships. Most of the
fruitful applications of AI are in the future and to be seen, the
exception being surveillance, which is already present and will
only expand in the next ten years, in China and other countries.
This will have major effects on how countries are organised, even
if it may not be optimal for them to be organised that way.
To answer the second part of your question, I think that Google
is not only expanding technology, but also posing new problems,
because we are not used to companies being as large and dominant as Google, Facebook, Microsoft, or Amazon are. Think of
when people were up in arms about the power of companies,
robber barons, at the beginning of the 20th century, leading to
the whole progressive sequence of precedents being reformed,
antitrust and other political reforms: as a fraction of GDP, those
companies were about one quarter as big as the ones we have
today. I therefore think that the modern field of industrial organisation is doing us a huge disfavour by not updating its way
of thinking about antitrust and market dominance, with huge
effects on the legal framework, among other things. I don’t know
the answers, but I know that the answers don’t lie in thinking
about something like “Herfindalh is not a good measure of competition so therefore we might have Google dominate everything,
but perhaps we are ok” – I think that this is not a particularly
good way of going about things.

3. Some fear that the dominance of these companies could lead
to the growth of inequality. Do you think that AI could play a
role in this?
I am convinced that automation in general has already played
a major role in the rise of inequality, such as changes in wage
structure and employment patterns. Industrial robots are part
of that, as well as numerically controlled machinery and other
automation technologies. Software has been a contributing factor, but probably not the driver in the same sense that people
initially thought about it. Projecting from that, one might think
that AI will play a similar role, and I think that this is not a crazy
projection, although I don’t have much confidence that we can
predict what AI will do. The reason is that industrial robotics
is a complex but narrow technology. It uses software and even
increasingly artificial intelligence, but it isn’t rocket science. The
main challenge is developing robots that can interact with and
manipulate the physical world.
AI is a much broader technological platform. You can use it in
healthcare and education in very different ways than in voice,
speech, and image recognition. Therefore, it is not clear how
AI will develop and which applications will be more important,
and that’s actually one of the places where I worry about the

4. Regarding the potential polarisation between high and lowskilled labour, do you think that the government could address
this issue with universal basic income?
There is a danger – not a certainty, but a danger – that it will polarise, and that even if we use AI in a way that simplifies certain
tasks, it may still require some numeracy and some social skills
that not all workers have, resulting in probable inequality and
displacement effects.
That being said, I believe that universal basic income is a bad
idea, because it is not solving the right problem. If the problem
is one of redistribution, we have much better tools to address it.
Hence, progressive income taxation coupled with something like
earned tax credits or negative taxation at the bottom would be
much better for redistributing wealth, without wasting resources
on people who don’t need to get the transfer. Universal basic
income is extremely blunt and wasteful, because it gives many
transfers to people who shouldn’t get them, whereas taxation can
do much better.
On the one side, I fear that a lot of people who support universal
basic income are coming from the part of the spectrum which
includes many libertarian ideas on reducing transfers, and I
would worry that universal basic income would actually reduce
transfers and misdirect them. On the other side, they may be
coming from the extreme left, which doesn’t take the budget
constraints into account, and again, some of the objectives of
redistributing could be achieved more efficiently with tools like
progressive income taxation.
Even more importantly, there is another central problem that
basic income not only fails to deal with, but actually worsens:
I think a society which doesn’t generate employment for people
would be a very sad society and will have lots of political and
social problems. This fantasy of people not working and having
a good living standard is not a good fantasy. Whatever policy we
should use should be one that encourages people to obtain a job,
and universal basic income will discourage people to do so, as
opposed to tax credits on earned income, for example.
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5. In a scenario of individuals being substituted and less people
working, how could governments obtain the revenue they are
not getting from income taxation? Could taxing robots be a
possibility?
I think that this is a bad way of approaching the problem, because when you look at labour income, there is certainly enough
to have more redistributive taxation, and no certain need to tax
robots. However, we should also think about capital income
taxation more generally: there may be reasons for taxing robots,
but that has to be related more to the production efficiency and
excessive automation. I think that singling out robots, as a revenue source distinct from other capital stock, would be a bad idea.
If, for example, you want taxes to raise revenue, then land taxes
will be a much better option than robot taxes – this does not
mean that we should dismiss the idea of taxing robots. I think
that this is confusing because there are efficiency reasons (giving the right incentives to firms) and revenue-raising reasons for
taxing. Moreover, because of Bill Gates and other people, public
discussions are not helping this confusion.
In terms of sharing wealth, I think that robots do not create new
problems compared to other forms of capital. I think it was a
confusion of Marx to think of marginal product of capital in very
complex ways – that everything that goes to capital is somehow
theft – and if neoclassical economics have one contribution, it is
to clarify that. I personally believe there are legitimate reasons
for thinking that there is excessive automation. And if there is
excessive automation, there are Pigouvian reasons for taxing robots, or actually removing subsidies to robots, which there are
many. But that is the discussion we need to have.

6. There has recently been optimism in regards to the future to
AI and the role it could have, for example, on detecting corruption or improving education. You have made the distinction
between replacing and enabling technologies. Where does one
draw the line between the two?
That is a great question. In reality of course, automation and
replacing technologies merge with technology that improve

productivity. A great example would be computer-assisted design. Literally interpreted, that would be a labour augmenting
technology, because it makes the workers who are working in design more productive. At the same time, however, it may have the
same features as automation technology, because with computerassisted design, some part of the tasks that a drawer would do
would be automated. If you do it once, you can do it repeatedly.
So that is a grey area, but it’s okay because the conceptually important point to recognise is that different types of technologies
have very different effects. Recognising this is an antidote against
the argument that improving productivity through technology
will always benefit labour; we actually need to think about what
new technologies do and how the increase in productivity will
affect labour.
But it is also very important for the discussion regarding AI to
point out that AI, as opposed to industrial robot automation,
is not necessarily – and does not have to be – labour replacing.
There are ways in which you can use it to create new tasks for
labour or increase productivity. This is what I think will play out
in real time in the future of AI.

7. In 2017, you wrote an article for Foreign Policy, “We are the
last defence against Trump”, which questioned the belief that
institutions are strong enough to prevent a man like Donald
Trump to overlook the rule of law. According to you, should
economists come off the fence on current affairs? Is it possible to
express an opinion without sacrificing some of the intellectual
rigour one can expect from a researcher?
I think so. First, there are important personal responsibilities
that are crosscutting. Secondly, there is a danger of having the
perfect be the enemy of the good.
On the first one, I think that people have to make their own
choices as to what is acceptable and what is not. Some things
are just within the realm of “I prefer high taxes, you prefer low
taxes”, and that is quite a reasonable thing. But some other issues
may be a real threat to democracy, to other aspects of institutions, and to minorities that are disempowered. From there, it

Academic
is important to recognise that there are
some lines that should not be crossed, or
if they are crossed, that some people need
to defend them vocally. Any analogy to
the Nazi period is fraud with danger, but it
bears saying that, of course, in hindsight,
every academic should have walked out
of the universities that were managed by
Nazis, that were firing Jewish scholars, or
were teaching jurisprudence according to
the national socialism. That has nothing
to do with whether you have evidence of
one versus or another – I think that there
are some lines. Similarly, and without
saying anything as provocative as drawing
parallels between Trump and the Nazis,
I think that it is important for people,
in general, to defend democracy against
the onslaught that it is receiving from
Trump’s administration and the circles
of people around him. I think I will say
openly to everybody that it is wrong for
any economist or academic to go and
work for Trump, and I think I would certainly never consider doing so, and would
consider distancing myself from anybody
who does.

“Everything we
know is subject to
standard errors
and external validity constraints, but
to refuse to act or
to condemn would
be to have the perfect be the enemy
of the good.”
But that is on the private ground. On the
social science side, there is a lot we do
not know. Everything we know is subject
to standard errors and external validity
constraints, but to refuse to act or to condemn would be to have the perfect be the
enemy of the good. On the basis of what
we know, we know how democracies fail,
we know how certain aspects of American
institutions are actually weaker than what
people think, and we know how changes
in policies against minorities would have
terrible effects for certain groups. I think
that on the basis of that, to articulate criticism of certain policies and certain politicians is also a good use of the knowledge
we have accumulated.
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The price of two
percent inflation
By Konrad Lucke

T

hough it is still considered a rather unconventional form
of monetary policy, quantitative easing (QE) has become
a commonly used tool of central banks around the world. It
involves the central bank purchasing government bonds and
other financial assets from the market. First used in Japan in the
2000s and later in the US in the wake of the 2008 financial crisis, with the Federal Reserve consecutively launching three QE
programmes in order to stimulate the economy. Other central
banks such as the Bank of England and the European Central
Bank (ECB) soon followed.
Quantitative easing is an expansionary monetary policy in which
the central bank buys vast amounts of debt to increase liquidity
and stimulate the economy. When a country is faced with the
threat of deflation, a common response of the central bank is to
decrease the key interest rate and thus raise inflation. However,
when the interest rates are already at around zero, the central
bank is caught in a liquidity trap, where standard monetary
policy becomes ineffective. Then, it resorts to QE to prevent deflation. On top of increasing liquidity, buying large quantities of
government debt allows it to influence long-term interest rates,
something on which its standard monetary policies have no
effect.

to be harmful to the economy, nor is there an immediate risk of
deflation.
As a response to the European debt crisis, the ECB has lowered
the key interest rates close to zero. Thus, when in 2014 inflation
in the euro area dropped, with core inflation just above 0.5% and
the consumer price index even turning negative, the European
System of Central Banks (ESCB) started the asset purchase programme (APP), a QE programme where the government debt
of each eurozone state was acquired by their respective central
bank. The programme started in March 2015 with an average
monthly net purchase of 60 billion euros. As the graph shows,
this amount varied throughout the following years, peaking at
80 billion euros and being reduced to a minimum of 15 billion
in September 2018, as the programme is supposedly coming to
a gradual end. In total, the ESCB currently holds around 2.5 trillion euros as a result of APP.
¿ȷ²ÅºÀ¿º¿Å¹¶ÆÃÀ²Ã¶²

APP monthly net purchases, by programme

An intervention of such a magnitude on financial markets does
not go without less intended effects. Let us start by stating the
seemingly obvious: inflation in the euro area increased throughout (as it can be seen in the graph) and most probably as a direct
result of APP and is now at approximately the targeted level of
two per cent. Thus far, QE achieved its purpose.
One of the primary tasks of a central bank is to provide price
stability, which means keeping the inflation rate close to zero.
However, as common practice, central banks often try to keep
inflation at around two per cent, since this is neither high enough

Curiously, the effect of APP on the inflation rate turned out
considerably smaller than anticipated. Apart from intriguing
macroeconomists around the globe, this phenomenon poses a
potential risk to the European economy. Could the effect on the

Academic
inflation rate simply be delayed, resulting in excessive and harmful inflation in the coming years? Critics of QE often name this
as a risk of the policy. However, the central bank usually has the
possibility to counterbalance this effect by reducing its holdings,
which would usually diminish inflation. This strategy too has
its own risks. If applied too drastically, it could lead to deflation,
the very phenomenon QE is trying to prevent. In between 2012
and 2014, the ECB reduced its holdings by around one trillion
euros and simultaneously core inflation dropped by one percentage point, which arguably caused the ECB to create the current
QE programme. It seems like preventing either too much or too
little inflation is just a matter of finding the right equipoise. It is
important to note that our understanding of inflation is at best
incomplete and, thus policy makers should be on guard for potential unforeseen effects.
Another side effect of QE is the inevitable decrease in profitability
of saving. Whether you are putting aside money for your retirement or the education of your kids, the growth of your savings
is dramatically decreased by low interest rates. A less commonly
named, but nonetheless momentous cause of the growing support for right wing populist parties, is voters having the feeling of
being cheated for their saving yields. In addition, the low interest
rates do not only disadvantage private savers, but also any institution financing itself through capital gains on a capital fund.
What differentiates APP from previous QE programmes in Japan
or the US is the fact that because of the common currency, it has
to be applied simultaneously in all eurozone states, in order for it
to be effective. This can create several major complications.
First off, in any country applying QE, there is risk that the debt
bought by the central bank is not repaid. In the case of private
debt, this is a minor problem since the amounts bought from one
institution are relatively small. Further, as long as the state is in
a “healthy” situation regarding its debt, purchases in the public
sector bear little risk since they effectively only consist of money
transfers between two components of public authority.
However, the situation becomes significantly more complicated
in the multinational construct of states. Let us take a closer look at
the way the European QE programme is constructed. APP is the
superordinate term comprising several different programmes,
the largest of which is the public sector purchase programme
(PSPP) making up around 80% of the APP.
The government bonds are acquired by the ESCB, in the way that
each central bank buys exclusively from the government of its
country. This regulation was created to prevent one country (or
their central bank) having to step in to avert the bankruptcy of
another state. This, in principle seems to be a clear regulation
consistent with article 125 of the Lisbon treaty (TFEU), better
known as the “no bail out” clause, stating that the union or any
member state “shall not be liable for or assume the commitments
of central governments”. However, the PSPP resolution empowers the ECB council to distribute the liabilities for the acquired
bonds on all eurozone states in exceptional circumstances. In
such an event, would a redistribution of liabilities be in accordance with the treaties, and what would be its consequence for
the eurozone states?
In July 2012, Mario Draghi announced, “the ECB is ready to
do whatever it takes to preserve the euro.” This statement was
put into consequence through the OMT (Outright Monetary
Transactions) programme announced in September 2013. Yet,
the programme was never actually executed since the mere announcement was sufficient to calm financial markets. Investors

no longer feared that a European state would be unable to repay
its debts.
The significance of Mario Draghi’s statement is twofold. On the
one hand, it succeeded in averting a possible crisis. On the other
hand, it shows the ECB’s determination to prevent a state bankruptcy even if this means making other member states liable for
the commitments of the insolvent state, the legal status of which
is at least questionable.
However, the problem has another, more structurally profound
component. The assurance that a state facing bankruptcy will be
saved, leads to the moral hazard of no state having a sufficient
incentive to reduce its debt. Why restrict yourself to a balanced
budget or at least one leading to a sustainable debt situation,
when you can have the benefits of an expanded budget without
having to suffer its negative consequences?
In the eurozone this problem of moral hazard is not only embedded in the possibility of OMTs, it is already in practice through
quantitative easing. Firstly, states are almost encouraged to incur
more debt by the ECB keeping the interest rates artificially low.
Secondly, the ECB is practically providing the money for them
to incur more debt by buying their bonds. Now, article 123 of
the TFEU states that “direct purchases” of debt of member states’
government institutions by the ESCB are prohibited, but since
the QE purchases are exclusively conducted on secondary markets, it is not clear whether this actually counts as a “direct purchase”. This question along with the one on a possible breach of
article 125 TFEU as explained above is currently being debated
before the European Court of Justice.
Putting aside the legal controversies surrounding QE in Europe,
the question arises whether the risks connected to this policy
do not outweigh its benefits. Is it beneficial to condone low saving yields, uncertainty of future inflation, and the moral hazard
of incentivising the issuance of debt, just to raise inflation to
two per cent? Or is the financing of indebted states part of an
unofficial purpose of APP? Both questions are hard to answer.
Independent of any precise answer or opinion, it is important to
realise the functioning and the effects of APP that distinguish it
from precedent QE programmes in other countries.
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Is your internet service
provider throttling you?
By Saí Bravo

N

sites will have little impact in social-cost as the real cost is just
inconvenience because content will still be delivered.

There has been a strong debate on net neutrality for a while, and
the different parties involved both have strong arguments on
whether it should or should not be abolished.

Whether users are better off under this setup i.e. without net
neutrality, will depend on whether the gains outweigh the distortions created by throttling. Indeed, an important point is determining who will end up paying for the “prioritise delivery”: users
or CPs. Consequently, it is important to define how the ISPs will
adjust their fees. It is particularly difficult to do so since we are
dealing with a two-sided market.

et neutrality can be defined as the principle that an internet
service provider (ISP) such as AT&T or Verizon treat all
the legal data online equally regardless of its sender and receiver.
Thus, under net neutrality, ISPs are not able to slow down, block
or charge an extra fee to consumers for certain content. It is the
way Internet has always worked so far.

On the one hand, we have ISPs claiming that without net neutrality they would be able to manage congestion more efficiently.
Moreover, abolishing net neutrality would provide them more
incentives to invest in capacity, thus leading to faster overall
service.
On the other hand, we have content providers (CPs) such as
Google and Netflix arguing that the net neutrality regime has
been one of the main drivers of growth and innovation on the
internet. Without net neutrality, it would be very difficult for new
companies to thrive, thus limiting innovation on the web.
In December 2017, the FCC voted against net neutrality, and the
annulment took effect in June 2018.
David Choffness, an Assistant Professor in Computer Science
at Northwestern University, developed the mobile application
“Wehe”, which allows you to observe whether your data is being
throttled by your ISP. Throttling can be defined as web content
working poorly, such as a streaming service having low quality
instead of HD. The Wehe app has been downloaded by more
than 100 000 consumers all over the globe. Results published
in the News@Northwestern, a platform with the latest news, updates, and announcements from Northwestern University, show
that almost every ISP in the USA is throttling data.
The most concerning observation is that it seems that ISPs did
not even wait for the bill to go into effect because throttling
started as early as January 2018. Also, from January to May, the
app detected differentiation on throttling. Differentiation can
be defined as when a certain type of network is more throttled
than another. Indeed, CPs such as Netflix, YouTube, and Amazon
(video) have reported that their network has been performing
poorly.
Early economic research on net neutrality, prior to the bill, did not
reach a consensus on a correct way to implement policies regarding its end. However, a few studies such as Peitz et al (2015) and
Choi et al (2014, 2015) suggest that there exist some gains from
rationing data i.e. ending net neutrality. For example, throttling
certain sites might lead to a better performance in other timesensitive sites such as Skype. Delaying other less time-sensitive

A major concern according to Choi (2010) is the fact that ISPs
could manage congestion such as to extract rents. For example,
in peak hours they could offer a slow delivery service for “free”
and a paid premium fast delivery, therefore engaging in price discrimination. Moreover, according to Musso and Rossen (1978),
the ISPs could degrade the free service on purpose to force
users or CPs to subscribe to the premium service. If everyone
subscribes to the premium service, then, unless ISPs invest in
capacity, the premium service would not be any faster than the
regular one.
However, Choffes’ results show that ISPs are currently throttling
24/7. For the moment, it does not seem that they will engage in
on-peak/off-peak pricing. Nevertheless, there is clearly differentiation and streaming sites seem to be targeted more than others.
Concerning fees, there have not been any modifications since
early 2017, when ISPs increased their fees.
In conclusion, for the moment the end of net-neutrality does not
seem to have a positive impact on consumers nor CPs. ISPs have
started to distort their service; yet, we do not have enough evidence to determine their next steps. The only certain fact is that
more changes are coming in the future.
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An economic theory of war:
The Syrian example beyond
religion and ethnicity
by Hippolyte Boucher

W

hen we look at the Middle East today, we directly think of inter-religious, inter-ethnic and politically motivated conflicts triggered by some event. Take,
for example, the Syrian civil war and the
first Arab spring demonstrations there,
which took place in the city of Daraa.

“Journalism has a tendency to present war
as a single timeline
within a context”
This raises the question: can we create a
general theory of war that works for every
conflict, rather than thinking of war as a
series of individual circumstances? On
the one hand, journalism has a tendency
to present war as a single timeline within
a context, implying that there are direct
causal relationships between events. On
the other hand, historians and political
scientists have put forward different unifying theories of war: it could be part of
a bargaining process between states or
factions within a state (Bargaining model,
James D. Fearon); wars could occur simply

because no one can stop them (“Anarchy”
theory, Kenneth Waltz); other researchers
present wars as unique events that cannot really be theorised and depend on the
belligerents’ culture (Why Wars Happen,
Jeremy Black). This is actually a clear refinement of the journalist approach.
Recently, there has been an interesting
trend among war and civil war theorists to
use utility functions, increasingly collaborating with economists to create stylised
micro models. They use expected utility,
information and commitment problems,
such as adverse selection, moral hazard
and bargaining theory. This approach
is very elegant but is also rather difficult
to test. How should we, as young economists, theorise war? Can we validate this
theory using the Syrian conflict?
A warmonger’s objective
Taking a modern war economics perspective, it must be that the initiator of a war
has an economic, political, or social interest in starting it, and that the other protagonist benefits from fighting back. Both
must also reward their supporters, or at
least spare them a very high loss. In reality, wars are not only extremely costly in

terms of human life and liquidity, but also
in terms of infrastructure, human capital,
trade, and international reputation. Yet
wars still happen.
From the 2017 World Bank report The
toll of war, the economic and social consequences of the conflict in Syria, World
Bank, on the fallout of the Syrian conflict,
we know that a third of Syria’s total residential buildings have been destroyed,
that half its population has been displaced,
and that around 450,000 people have been
killed. Most importantly, Syria’s nominal
GDP has contracted by 61% since 2011.
Let us assume that the agents or factions
partaking in the war are rational. Then,
for a war to start, it must be that one of
the protagonists expects at least some
long-term benefit from it. This rationality assumption is very plausible because
starting a war is not a one-man decision,
even in the most despotic regimes. Here,
the important point is that the agents’ expectations entering the war are positive,
but are also based only on the information
available to them. This information is obviously not perfect and often too optimistic. This explains why countries and factions start wars they cannot win, or wars
that leave them worse off in the long run.
Take, for example, Saddam Hussein’s invasion of Kuwait in August 1990 and its aftermath operation “Desert Storm” in January
1991: after two conflicts with Iran, Iraq’s
finances were depleted, so Saddam decided to invade Kuwait in order to claim its
vast oil reserves and lift up Iraqis’ spirits
to protect his regime. He completely underestimated the probability of a United
Nations backed intervention against him.
The invasion destroyed Iraq’s reputation
and led to tremendous military losses. It is
considered as the main reasonfor Saddam
losing his grip on power in the following
years, which ultimately led to his disposal
in 2003.

Syrian Kurdish child refugees in Turkey.
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only one group can control them. The second is economic marginalisation, or more
precisely, perceived economic losses and
lack of opportunities.

Before (2015) / After (2017) Al-Nuri Mosque Neighbourhood

The factors behind the conflict: resources, information and grievance
Factions engage in a war because, based
on their current information, they can get
something out of it in the long run. Army
size and firepower are both important factors that come into play in these decisions.
If a faction has no way of defeating another, it could either not rebel at all, start an
insurgency, or a low intensity conflict.
This is the case with Afghanistan’s Taliban,
ISIS in Syria, and Iraq, now that its standing army has been more or less defeated.
As for the other factors, there are major
differences in opinions between war economists. Paul Collier is famous for advocating a greed model in opposition to a grievance model. He argues that, ultimately,
any group that engages in war is motivated
by two main economic variables, the first
being the presence of natural resources in
a specific region: these resources are vital
and at the same time indivisible, because

Again, let’s take Syria as an example.
Alawites-dominated cities, which are
mainly in the western part of the country,
have considerably developed in comparison to the east, despite many oil fields and
gas deposits being located there. Another
big issue is water: the Tigre and the Euphrates have their source in Turkey and
are vital for less developed areas in Syria,
which are located downstream. This is
also true for Iraq, which lies even further
downstream. The upstream, however, is
controlled by Turkey and Assad’s regime,
which have built dams and pumped most
of the water for themselves. Last but not
least, Syria’s population went from 3 million in 1950 to 22.5 million in 2011, with
its youth (age under 25) representing 56%
of its total population. A third of working
age young Syrians are unemployed, and
this figure is even higher for the highly educated. From this point of view, the
Syrian conflict does not look so much like
it is caused by ideological differences or
racial and religious hatred between Kurds
and Arabs, or Sunnites and Alawites, but
mostly by extreme economic marginalisation and inequality between Alawite dominated regions and the rest, and between
the old and the young.
Collier’s theory is very useful and has been
tested successfully by using the Taliban
insurgency since 2001 or Sri Lanka’s civil

war from 1983 to 2009. Nevertheless, this
theory can be too simple. David Keen, one
of his staunch opponents, believes that to
model a conflict, leaders and supporters
should have different utilities and that
greed and grievances can be combined
and feed off each other. He takes the case
of the second Sudan civil war (1983-2005)
and argues that Northern leaders stirred
up the resentment and hatred of Arab militias so that they would commit crimes in
the South and, in the end, depopulate it.
These exactions took place precisely at the
current frontier between North and South
Sudan, where all of Sudan’s oil fields are
located. Hence, the leaders’ interests were
both ideological and practical, demonstrated by attacking the Christian and
pagan South, and controlling important
natural resources, respectively. As for the
militias, they did more than share the ideology of their leaders. That is why they
were able to commit atrocities that economic disfranchisement could never excuse. Similarly, the systematic use of rape
and torture by Islamist militias (both Sunni and Shia) in the Iraqi-Syrian conflict
cannot be driven by greed only.

“It is no longer accepted in economics
to ‘talk the talk’ and
design a nice theory
without ‘walking the
walk’ by either proving or disproving it
seriously with the help
of data.”
Despite being a young field, war economics, much like political or identity economics, is proving itself to be very useful
because its theories can be tested. It is so
useful that other social sciences are copying its methods and models. This is not
just a trend: in all kinds of social sciences,
economics is playing an increasingly important role. In my opinion, it is becoming the default quantitative social science
because it puts as much emphasis on the
empirical side as it does on the theory, and
because theories are tested. It is no longer
accepted in economics to “talk the talk”
and design a nice theory without “walking
the walk” by either proving or disproving
it seriously with the help of data.
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Is war good for the economy?
The example of the USA
by Clemens Dieler

D

uring the early 1940s, a miracle
happened in the United States of
America. Coming from a pit of economic stagnation, still chewing on the Great
Depression, the economy suddenly took
off. Within months, unemployment was
eradicated, and people who shortly before
had to live off food stamps and thin air
found themselves working in brand-new
factories.

would have to meticulously calculate
the costs and benefits of a conflict. This
is not trivial, as a war massively distorts
the economy of all directly and indirectly
affected countries, making it hard to construct a counterfactual. Furthermore, the
fact that war imposes unimaginable and
difficult to measure suffering and death
on human beings begs the question of
whether such a cost-benefit calculation is
even a sensible approach.

“There has been,
since then deeply
rooted in the collective memory of the
western world, this
mad idea that war
is somehow good
for the economy.”

Nevertheless, economists have, time and
time again, attempted to do this, with an
approach mainly based on military expenditures and loss of physical and human capital, but also including the effects
on technology, institutions, and trade, as
well as psychological, social, and environmental effects.

What had happened? The U.S. prepared
for war. In the process, annual GDP grew
from 89 billion in 1939 to 135 billion in
constant dollars in 1944, and unemployment dropped from 14,6 % in 1940 to 1,2
% in 1944. Similar developments could be
observed in European countries. There
has been, since then deeply rooted in the
collective memory of the western world,
this mad idea that war is somehow “good
for the economy”.
But is this so? The effects of war on the
economy are certainly severe. War influences what is produced, by whom it
is produced, and of course the possibility to trade. To determine whether a war
is “good” or “bad” for an economy, one

First of all, current empirical studies lend
no support to the notion that war is an

adequate tool to push your economy out
of recession. The Peace & Business Report
by the Institute for Economics and Peace
uses the GPI Index, which considers not
only domestic and international conflict
but also internal security and the degree
of militarisation in society, concluding
that GDP growth is highly correlated with
GPI growth. Inflation is also lower and
less volatile, and foreign investments are
much higher in countries with higher levels of peace.
But if the idea that war is positive for a
country is so widespread, there may be an
underlying truth behind it. What could be
the positive economic effects of war?
Concerning employment, the necessity to increase production during WWII
combined with many workers being deployed as soldiers, enabled the labour
market participation of groups that were
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previously largely excluded from it, such
as women and black people. The funding
of war can also be a source of equality if
it is at least partly achieved through an
increase in progressive taxation, as it was
during WWII and the Vietnam War.
It is often said that without military investment in research and development,
we wouldn’t have many technologies we
enjoy today, such as GPS, duct-tape, and
aviator sunglasses, but considering the
vast amounts of money that were invested in military research, one would expect
at least some useful results. The number
of good scientists being unfortunately
very finite, society also faces a trade-off
between good civil and good military research that can be conducted at once.

“According to
estimations, international trade
decreased twofold
during WWII.”
From an efficiency point of view, the main
trouble with war is that it dramatically increases the size of government for the sole
purpose of coordinating the war efforts,
leading to a very inefficient allocation of
resources. In the U.S., tax revenue was increased from $8.7 billion in 1941 to $45
billion in 1945, while per capita consumption and private investment decreased.
Moreover, the need to convert entire industries to war production causes massive
inefficiencies, as many companies must
carry out tasks they have no experience
with, like a car company that suddenly has

to figure out how to produce airplanes.
After the war has ended, there is no need
for production facilities and workers who
specialised in wartime goods. Of course,
this problem can be circumvented, as the
US did by just waging another war. While,
as seen above, there are positive side effects of military spending on equality and
economic development, spending with
the main purpose of achieving these goals
would be far more efficient. Studies have
shown that when comparing government
multipliers, military spending falls far behind spending on infrastructure, education and even tax cuts.

during the war, 20% of the workforce was
simply employed by the armed forces in
potentially destructive work, paid for with
tax money and debt. It is true that WWII
laid the foundation for the United States’
overall dominance during the following
decades, since the U.S. was the only major
power that did not have to deal with enormous capital loss. However, it seems hard
to believe that the country would not have
profited more from a stable and prosperous world than from one where the light
of their success shone so bright only because the rest of the developed world lay
in ashes.

It is often said that if not a nation as a
whole, at least the industries supplying the
means for war profit from it and have an
intrinsic interest to keep it going, and even
cause it. This is often not true for companies that must convert their production –
as was often the case in WWI and WWII
– but seems plausible considering that the
U.S. alone spent $590 billion on defence in
2017, which roughly equals the entire government spending of a country like Spain.
Of course, a specialised industry has an
interest in keeping this lavish source of income, especially since this money is used
to purchase self-destroying products like
missiles. On the other hand, some companies that supply military equipment
also produce civil goods, like Airbus and
Boeing, and would probably profit from
a more peaceful and thus more prosperous world. Furthermore, since the defence
sector is highly interwoven with politics,
it is prone to corruption and rent seeking,
slowing down real innovation.

“It seems hard to
believe that the
country would not
Ƥ
from a stable and
prosperous world
than from one
where the light of
their success shone
so bright only because the rest of
the developed
world lay in ashes.”

Trade is also affected by war. According
to estimations, international trade decreased twofold during WWII. In addition to wrecking trade between opposing
nations, war also affects neutral countries
that used to trade with the opponents at
war, or just used their infrastructure for
shipping. Moreover, the effects on trade
do not end with the war, as diplomatic
tensions carry on and can prevent an optimal level of trade for years after the end
of war.
Finally, the effects of WWII on the U.S.
economy were not as positive as they
might appear at first sight. In fact, the
economy was already on the way of recovery from the Great Depression when war
in Europe broke out. The increase in GDP
was entirely due to the increased production of war supplies, and even crowded out
civil production as many companies were
forced to convert to the production of military goods. Even the rise in employment
appears far duller when considering that

If war is so bad for (nearly) everyone, then
why does it keep happening? A possible
reason is that the world may not be as focused on maximising welfare as one might
wish. For example, William D. Nordhaus
has shown that political decision-makers
systematically underestimate the costs of
war, while influential groups profit from
war, be they firms benefiting from government spending on war, or warlords hoping for access to natural resources.
Hence, it does not look good for war’s
ability to serve as a booster for the economy. Although there are small groups that,
at least in the short-term, profit from war,
and there have also been examples of positive effects on the economy and a country’s social structure, in the grand scheme
of things, war is, in the grand scheme of
things, both terrible for everyone involved
and bad for business: the 1,739 trillion
dollars the world spent on defence in 2017
would have probably been better invested
elsewhere.
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The need for regulation
in drone strikes
by Arthur Dinhof
In 2013, Zubair Rehman, a 13-year-old Pakistani boy whose grandmother was killed by a drone strike,
said: “now I prefer cloudy days when the drones do not fly. When the sky brightens and becomes blue, the
drones return and so does the fear”. With the United States’ military programmes striking fear into the
hearts of children when they see a blue sky, we must ask ourselves some difficult questions about their use.
US drone strikes: above the law?
judicial process or judiciary control may
breach international law. Through these
extrajudicial death sentences, the division
between combatants and civilians has become blurred and vague.

US drone strikes: above the law?
A key point of contention is the international legal basis for the drone strikes. The
presumed international legal authority
derives from the state’s right of self-defence against an imminent or actual
armed attack. In The New York Times,
Michael V. Hayden, a former director
of the CIA, argued that the strikes were
justified, saying that “the United States
viewed these attacks as legitimate acts of
war against an armed enemy”, adding that
“radical Islamism thrives in many corners
of the world where governments cannot
or will not act. In some of these instances, the United States must”. Nevertheless,
there has been an ongoing debate over
recent years about the scope of this right,
especially around the notion of imminent
threat. Moreover, no agreement was found
over the legitimate ends of force employed
to protect it.
On a broad reading of U.S. legislation, the
President of the United States can fight a
global war in perpetuity. Indeed, in 2001,
the Authorization for the Use of Military
Force Act (AUMF) was adopted and pro-

vided congressional authorisation for using military force against those responsible for the September 11 attacks. This Act
gave the president a carte blanche to engage in warfare without specified enemies,
geographic or temporal limits, and three
US presidents have since invoked it to
justify attacks against Islamist militants.
Rosa Brooks, a law professor at Georgetown University, commented on this:
“right now we have the executive branch,
making a claim that it has the right to kill
anyone anywhere on earth at any time for
secret reasons based on secret evidence
in a secret process that’s undertaken by
unidentified officials.” This perpetual war
leads to a disintegration of the whole notion of armed conflict.
Amongst the most damning things is the
absence of guidance or rules on defining
the combatant. In practice, drone strikes
impose an extrajudicial death sentence
on people located far from the battlefield. In war, there is no doubt about the
legality of the government’s use of lethal
force, but outside that context, the intentional killing of a civilian without prior

Everybody recognises the challenges
faced by governments to keep their citizens secure in the face of global threats.
Nonetheless, without an agreement on
what constitutes an armed conflict, no
consensus on who counts as a combatant,
and no agreement on what constitutes an
imminent threat, the traditional laws of
war no longer provide guidance. The international community needs to work to
create new kinds of checks, balances, and
accountability mechanisms for preserving
the rule of law itself.

Out of the shadows
In 2013, the Obama administration adopted stricter guidelines for the US drone
campaign. This included the requirement
of ‘near certainty’ for intelligence and
military units that the target is at the
location of an intended strike, and that
non-combatants will not be hurt or killed.
In 2016, the US Government developed
the Presidential Policy Guidance (PPG)
about actors and processes involved in deciding to launch a strike in areas “outside
of active hostilities”. However, with the
lack of published information, it is impossible to assess if these rules are being
followed or not. A report published last
year by the Columbia Law School Human
Rights Clinic and the Sana’s Centre for
Strategic Studies has found far more civilian casualties than administration officials
have admitted. In Pakistan, Somalia, and
Yemen, the report found that the U.S.
Government officially reported only 20
percent of more than 700 reported strikes
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since 2002. When discussing the processes involved, a former analyst at the Counterterrorism Airborne Analysis Centre
in Langley, said in the New York Times:
“they come and say: we are getting ready
to drop a bomb on there – are there any
people other than the Taliban commander
in this compound? I’d just say ‘no’ because
they don’t want to hear ‘I don’t know’”.
Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel argued
that the essence of tragedy is conflict –
not a moral conflict between right and
wrong, but a conflict between legitimate
rights and institutions. This provides an
interesting framework to conceptualise
the debates triggered by transparency in
drone warfare. On the one hand, there is
the doctrine of state secrets and the need
to maintain secrecy for the effectiveness
of US intervention, protection of sources, and ensure the quality of information.
On the other hand, there is a legitimate
right to information, and yet we do not
know essential details. In particular, we
do not know the laws and policies being
applied to a strike, nor do we know the
decision process of a strike, and if there is
any mechanism to prevent mistakes and
abuse. In short, the limits of these wars remain unknown.

New York Times column, “I [would have]
just walked out on dropping bombs on
the enemy, and 20 minutes later I’d get
a text — can you pick up some milk on
your way home?” Philip Alston, the former United Nations special rapporteur on
extrajudicial executions, warned in 2010
that remotely piloted aircraft could create
a “PlayStation mentality to killing”, shedding war of its moral gravity.
Drone strikes represent a major change
in our relationship with our enemies.
They can be either ‘personality strikes’,
where the individual is known, or, more
commonly, ‘signature strikes’, which target people based on their appearance and
behaviour. In A Theory of The Drone,
Grégoire Chamayou argues that signature
strikes replace “an epistemology of clear
observation and judgement of fact with
an epistemology of suspicion in which the
targeting decision is based on the recognition of conduct or a life profile indicating a presumed state of membership in a
hostile organisation.” Prior to drones, we
would shoot the enemy without knowing
who they were; we now kill individuals
specifically because of who they are, or at
least who we think they are.

The changing face of warfare

Humans’ role in future wars: the case
for human-centred AI

In public opinion, it appears that drones
have turned conflict into a costless and
bloodless exercise, allowing the elimination of terrorism through “joystick
warriors”. Jeff Bright, a former US drone
pilot for five years, explained in a The

We are at a critical juncture. The use of
artificial intelligence (AI) in warfare has
already become a key tool in the exercise
of military power. International competition among nations in AI has already
started. In July 2017, China produced a

‘Next-Generation Artificial-Intelligence
Development Plan’. In September 2017,
Vladimir Putin remarked, “whoever becomes the leader in this sphere will become the ruler of the world.” At the same
time, the Pentagon is looking for ways to
strengthen its ties with AI researchers,
particularly in Silicon Valley.
The military’s use of AI, especially with
drone strikes, poses a tough question: how
willing are we to abstract human control
over the critical functions of targeting
and engagement attacks? Fei-Fei Li, the
head of Stanford University’s AI lab and
chief scientist for AI at Google Cloud, explained in The New York Times “despite
its name, there is nothing artificial about
this technology — it is made by humans,
intended to behave like humans, and affects humans. So if we want it to play a
positive role in tomorrow’s world, it must
be guided by human concerns.” As discussed in The Economist by James Miller,
the former under-secretary of Defence for
Policy at the Pentagon, it appears that autonomous systems are operating in highly
contested space.
As the targeting of unknown enemies becomes more commonplace, we must keep
humanity at the forefront of all discussions. For if we do not, we risk shifting towards a new normal and likely a tragedy.
This is well summarised by Steve Goose,
who said, “there’s a value of someone
being able to appreciate the human consequences of war. A world without that
could be potentially more harmful. If we
went to war and no one slept uneasily at
night, what does that say about us?”
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Rivalry over data protection
and threat of cyberattacks:
The twin problems of
the digital economy
by Arpita Pattanaik

T

he world economy has undergone
profound transformations in shifting businesses from the traditional brick
and mortar models to the Internet. As an
increasing number of firms begin to join
the digital reform wagon, lest they be left
behind, this has led to the creation of vast
reservoirs of information, or data. Digitisation has brought about several positive
changes in the way business is done today,
such as increasing efficiency, widening
the outreach of companies to customers
across geographies, and improving competition by providing a playing field for
start-ups. The improvements in quality
of data and technologies to harvest them
have enabled a culture of data driven decision-making at most organisations today.
In this article, however, we discuss the two
impediments to this culture, which, if unchecked, could have a potentially major
disruptive effect on economies.

The tussle over data protection and privacy.
How the human brain responds to stimuli
is still a mystery. While we might not have
explanations for these idiosyncrasies, detailed data on an individual’s past actions
and behaviours has made it possible to
create ones’ ‘psychographic profiles’. These
profiles shed light on the psychological
attributes, personality, opinions, lifestyles,
and interests of the individual. This information is valuable because it can be used
by companies to target advertisements
based on personality traits and nudge
people to respond in a certain way.
Internet giants such as Facebook, Google, and Amazon have been amassing such

“As data escalates
in value and impor ǡ ƪ 
its control and usage are inevitable.”
data, in lieu of free services to its customers. This data was initially used to improve
target advertising. It started as a simple
revenue model, where customers shared
their digital footprint (data) in exchange
for free services, while the firm generated its revenue from advertising. But with
the advances in machine learning and artificial intelligence technologies, the use
and value of data has increased manifold.
And if not guarded carefully, data can be
misused in malicious ways to harm individuals, rival firms, and even countries.
As data escalates in value and importance,
conflicts over its control and usage are inevitable.

The scandal involving Facebook and Cambridge Analytica pointed to the carelessness with which Facebook handled personal data of millions of users. The latter,
a political consulting firm, accessed data
of about 87 million Facebook users without their knowledge to tactfully influence
public opinion by persuading people of its
client’s message (the client here being the
campaign for the Trump administration).
Although Facebook did not directly sell
the data to Cambridge Analytica, it was
slapped with a fine of 500,000 GBP for two
breaches of the Data Protection Act: for
failing to safeguard its users’ information,
and for failing to be transparent about
how that data was harvested by others.
The intangibility of data makes it difficult
to keep track of its usage, since multiple
copies can be made and passed on to illegal users. The episode also exposes the
vulnerability of individuals who have no
control whatsoever on how their personal
data can be used. In today’s digital economy, there exist three broad ideologies on
data sharing and protection. The Europe-
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an Union approach favours the interest of
the individual, who has the absolute right
to control her personal data, while the
United States have a corporate approach
and favour unrestrained trade and access
to personal data. The Chinese approach is
one of state control data: all businesses in
China are required to host their data locally, for the government to link and use.
This, however, is a policy internal to China.
The EU’s General Data Protection Regulations (GDPR) law, which came into effect in May 2018, addresses some of the
issues facing personal data protection. By
strengthening the rights of individuals
and increasing liability of the data collating firms, the GDPR forces companies to
be more responsible with their customer’s
data. This might, however, result in curbing some of the unrestrained profits these
tech companies were enjoying so far. Since
compliance with the GDPR guidelines is
costly and the fear of heavy penalties is
real (the law has already triggered a flurry
of cases being filed at the data protection
agencies of different EU member states),
some American news outlets have started
denying service in the EU, while others
have started offering ad and tracking free
services at a premium price. It is also being feared that the GDPR could affect the
EU’s trade relations with other countries,
as more companies start to become reservoirs of data. Moreover, it could make the
dominant players stronger, since it would
be easier for a Facebook to gain consent
from millions of users than a start-up,
which might have to work harder to win
the users’ trust in regards to their data.
This skirmish between the U.S. and the
EU over privacy is only a precursor of
confrontations that might arise.

The threat of cyberattacks
The other major concern over the growing
dominion of data is the threat of ‘cyberattacks’, which are a form of digital threat
that can be exercised by rival nations,
criminals, or terrorist groups. These have
been on a rise in the recent years. ‘Cyberwar’ is the use of technology to cause
economic, physical, or social damage to
the targeted entity. It can range from a series of malicious actions such as theft of
intellectual property and military secrets,
to fake news campaigns and propaganda
(such as the terrorisation of Rohingyas
in Myanmar, or the meddling with U.S.
elections), paralysing of banks, telecommunications, and media (experienced in
South Korea), or the damage of power
plants, airport transits and business worth
millions of dollars (as the one experienced
by Ukraine).
The first cyber weapon, ‘Stuxnet’, was
used by the U.S. and Israel against Iran
to cripple its nuclear programme in 2010,
to which Iran retaliated by launching an
attack on Saudi Arabia. The damage was
massive, resulting in the outage of 35,000
computers in Saudi’s oil company, caught
completely unaware.
Unlike traditional wars where the source
of the attack is usually known, it is difficult in a cyber attack to accurately identify the attacker. Sophisticated cyberattacks
are often routed via small businesses or
universities – which don’t have robust cyber security – to reach their real targets. It
can be difficult to tell when you are under
attack; it often takes years to realise there
is an attack to steal intellectual property or
national secrets.
In today’s global economy, containing the
damage of a cyberattack from spreading

or affecting businesses in other regions
or countries is a challenge. For instance,
companies such as FedEx or Maersk are
reeling under huge financial losses due
to the cyberattack on Ukraine in June
2017. The malware, named Petya, crippled websites of Ukrainian organisations
and spread through internal networks to
parts of Europe. There are no conventional methods to respond to such attacks.
Since it is difficult to identify their source,
cyberattacks can be used to start a conflict
between two nations by making an innocent country look like the source of the
attack.

“It often takes years
to realise there is an
attack to steal intellectual property or
national secrets.”
Considering the two growing concerns
over the digital economy, economics could
highlight different trade-offs between data
sharing and hiding, technology could help
achieve the desired state of equilibrium
that is in the best interest of the data subjects, while regulatory intervention and
society could push the market to adopt
those technologies. Economists are trying
to approach the problem of cyber security
by figuring out the economic incentives
of the organisations and people involved,
both on the side of the attacker and the
defender. It thus remains to be seen how
equilibrium solutions emerge from the
interplay of economics, technology, and
regulation framing.
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The disappearance of sand
By Christophe Laugé

F

or most of us sand recalls the beach,
holidays, and the sun but that’s about
it. In our daily lives, we do not pay much
attention to this insignificant matter. But
is sand really that common? Is it in infinite quantity and will it always be faithful to our holiday appointments? And
beyond the coast, what is its real impact
on our lives?

“Sand is the hidden
hero of our time. It
is everywhere and
yet few people are
aware of it.”
Sand is the hidden hero of our time. It is
everywhere and yet few people are aware
of it. When melted it is usually transformed into glass, but not only. Sand is
the source of silicon dioxide, a mineral
component that plays a significant role
in manufacturing detergents, paper,
dehydrated food, hair spray, toothpaste,
cosmetics, and a multitude of products
surrounding us. It is also a source of strategic minerals such as silicon, thorium,
titanium, which are all necessary for our
hyperconnected society. It is the basis of
microprocessors, computers, bank cards,
smartphones, and a host of devices that
cannot be ignored today. It is like the air
we breathe, we do not think about it, but
we cannot live without it. The problem
is that our appetite for sand goes much
deeper.
The industrial sector that consumes the
most sand is construction. Our main
infrastructures are made of reinforced
concrete whose technical performance
and relatively low cost of production
make it the ideal material. On the planet
two third of what is built is made of reinforced concrete which itself consists of
two thirds of sand. For instance, a house
of average size requires 200 tons of sand

to be built. A larger building, such as a
hospital, needs about 3,000 tons. A kilometre of highway uses at least 30,000 tons
of sand. And a nuclear power plant swallows up to 12 million tons. The amount
of sand consumed each year exceeds 40
billion tons which makes it the most used
natural resource in the world after air and
water.
The sand market is huge, and the grainy
industry is doing great. Roads are deteriorating, which need to be redone, bridges
also need be renovated, people still need
homes, buildings, etc. But meeting the
demand is not always easy. Unlike popular belief, sand is not easy to find. Back
in the days there were open–pit quarries
of sand and gravel. But all the “easy accessible” and cheap resources have already
been consumed. Then we switched to extracting sand in riverbeds, but we noticed
that it could lead to more floods. Now we
turn to seabed sand but we begin to realise that there are also many side effects.
The ocean floor is not miles of sand deep.
It is a thin layer that is habitat to microorganisms which feed the base of the food
chain. Collecting that sand, which took
hundreds of thousands of years to form,
disrupts fishing in the area and landscape
on shore. Yet it is here at the bottom of

the oceans that we take the majority of
sand that serves to feed an ever more voracious clientele.
Dubai is a striking example of this voracity. In a few decades this fishing village
has become a sandbox where everything
is allowed provided that it is unique and
pharaonic. But in Dubai the delusions
of grandeur devours a lot of sand. Huge
amounts of sand are used to make concrete but also to gain ground on the sea
with artificial islands. In 2000 the land
value in Dubai had soared so high that
it was cheaper to build artificial islands
rather than buying lands. This result is
fascinating but also fearsome regarding
the results of land speculation. In 2003,
Dubai decided to launch an extravagant
project “The World”. Consisting of 300
artificial islands supposed to draw the
map of the world, the project gobbled 450
million tons of sand pumped off the coast
of Dubai. But today the construction of
“The World” has stopped. The overexploitation completely liquidated the sand
reserves. Of course we can suppose it is
not a problem since Dubai is right next
to the desert. So why does not Dubai just
use it? They have tried, but immediately
gave up the idea because it was a disaster.
Desert sand is the wrong kind of sand,
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it is useless because these grains have
been rolled by wind, they are round and
smooth and they do not stick together.
For most purposes we need angular sand
that interlocks like pieces of puzzle, the
one from the seabed. The irony of Dubai
is that it is surrounded by useless desert
sand and had to import sand from Australia to build Burj Khalifa, the tallest
tower in the world. In English there is
a saying “to sell sand to an Arab” which
refers to doing something absurd — in
Dubai it has become a reality.
Whether for its mineral components or
as an engine of urban growth, sand is a
staple whose exports by country have
totaled USD 1.7 billion in 2017. Sand
is therefore a mineral value that can
strongly participate in the economy of a
region. At what price? When we extract
sand from the ocean floor not only are
we altering the underwater ecosystem, but we also cause a chain reaction
whose repercussions are visible on the
coast. Sometimes it can even lead to the
disappearance of an island. When an island disappears, international maritime
boundaries are affected and the stakes
are not only commercial or ecological
— they become geopolitical. Like most
archipelagos, Indonesia is full of islands
which are literally made of sand and 25
Indonesian islands have already been
wiped off the map. If Indonesia shrinks it
is because it has provided huge amounts
of sand to its neighbour Singapore.
As dozens of overpopulated Asian cities,
Singapore needs to expand to avoid asphyxia. The very existence of Singapore

depends on its imports of sand. Its surface area has grown by 20% in the last 40
years, equivalent to 130 square kilometres. By 2030, it plans to add another 100
square kilometres to its surface. Its appetite is such that Cambodia, Indonesia,
Malaysia and Vietnam have all decided
to forbid sand trading with Singapore.
But sand addiction is not easy to restrain.
Suspicions of traffic weigh on Singapore.
The city has indeed found an alternative
to import sand through local traffickers.
Singaporean dealers operate under false
identities and through fictitious companies to get sand supplies from neighboring countries, despite the prohibitions
and with the consent of the state, their
most loyal client. Unfortunately Singapore is not an isolated case. Governments
worldwide have begun to regulate and
restrict sand mining and concrete production. But it has led to new problems:
a black market for sand and local sand
mafias. In India the sand mafia is the
most powerful criminal organisation. For
these criminals, the beaches are easy prey
because the sand is free and at hand. The
pillaging of sand hits everywhere even on
the most touristic sites.
This looting leads to the disappearance of
beaches. Globally between 75 and 95% of
the world’s beaches are receding. And the
situation will only get worse. If nothing
is done, in 2100 the beaches of the world
will be ancient history and a large part of
the world’s population will be affected.
Are there solutions? Today there are materials that are able to replace concrete.
There are examples of buildings made

out of more than 90% recycled materials
such as straw. But today the construction
industry does not know how to build
with other materials than concrete. The
idea would be to use another granular
material that would be a substitute for
natural sand. There is a beach called the
“Glass Beach” near San Francisco. At this
place, for years, the city was getting rid
of all its garbage on this beach. Gradually, the glass broke into small pieces
that were polished by the waves. Nature
itself has produced sand from used and
broken bottles. Not only does it look like
sand but it also has the same properties.
The recycling of glass is a track that could
ultimately help the beaches.

“If we are aware
that every single
grain of sand is as
fragile as it is unique,
then we will understand how much it
is paramount to the
planet and our lives.”
We have made tremendous progress on
environmental protection, but the beach
has been rather neglected. Sand deserves
a little more respect and attention. If we
are aware that every single grain of sand
is as fragile as it is unique, then we will
understand how much it is paramount to
the planet and our lives.
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Fake news:
Can there be too much information?
by José Alfonso Muñoz Alvarado, Joël Bréhin, and Aicha Saad

With thanks to Professor Paul Seabright for sharing his insights on this topic with us

I

n today’s world, we receive a crazy
amount of information in an instant,
via Facebook, Twitter, or any other social
media we decide to follow. This situation
looks good at first glance as most of the
simple economics models assume perfect
information and hence, more information should be a good news; the catch
is one should be able to differentiate between the truth and the fake.
With so many people sharing and spreading whatever information they want, one
may think that the term “fake news” is
relatively new. In reality, however, one
can go back in time to notice that “fake
news” has been part of mankind since
people began to understand how powerful having information is. Extortion and
gossip are simple examples. However, the
way information is communicated is now
transforming the underlying message
to such an extent that, in the end, one
doesn’t know how authentic it is.
For example, think of the very common
children’s game in which one player tells
another one a statement, and the receiver
has to pass the information to another
one, until the end – at this point, the
statement is completely different. Transpose this game to a form in which people

can just click and share information on
Facebook, or resend it on WhatsApp.
Information will be complete, but the
problem is knowing how faithful it is to
the original.
You may think that you are smart enough
to differentiate between true and false, but
is the rest of your country able to do that?
Can everyone filter the large amount of
information they receive, day after day,
well enough? This is a possible reason
for the success of fake news in important
events like elections. However, one could
argue that there is more in using fake
news. By election day, people will only remember the most recent news, no matter
who communicated it. Because of this,
the political tool is perhaps not to make
people believe fake news but instead to
undermine the value of information, or
of its provider, as Donald Trump did with
CNN, the American news provider. The
question, then, is rather about the authenticity of the source than information
itself.
Beyond the political impact of fake news
lies a social one. Professor Seabright
discussed the methods recurrently used
by politicians to try to distract people’s
attention from the so-called truth. One

of them is to multiply the amount of
information shared and received, as
mentioned above. Will this not lead to a
lack of trust in our societies, a basis for
all human relations? There are, of course,
many angles to consider this question.
The first one could be the difficulty to
believe in others: as we become more
cautious about any piece of information
we receive, and increasingly aware of
the lies that surround them, we tend to
push some people to trust others less, including their closest friends. The second
is the amount of time one may dedicate
to the “search of the truth”. To illustrate,
consider the daily proportion of the time
spent on reading information published
by others. This increasing allocation of
our time to “information consumption”,
as opposed to interacting directly with
others, can lead us to question how this
new habit will potentially affect the social
cohesion of our societies.

“The political tool is
perhaps not to make
people believe fake
news but instead to
undermine the value
of information, or of
its provider.”
In the end, information is a tricky matter, due to not only how much of it we
receive, but also its degree of truth. The
new ways in which information is managed have implications for the economic,
political, and social dimensions of our
lives. The boom of “fake news”, especially
in elections, has influenced the way people think and act. As economists, we can
imagine that the increasing amount of
information will lead individuals to act
more rationally, but will this rationality
be formed under fake news?
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Why slides are not
a good way to teach
By Vincent Larrieu
the slides before the course so that students spend less time writing and more
time listening. It is based on the fact that,
as students have the lecture content, they
do not worry about missing something
and pay more attention to explanation
given by the professor. This allows for
more interaction between the professor
and the students. Finally, the research review concludes that the class must switch
between several ways of learning styles:
verbal, written, and visual.

H

ave you ever fallen asleep during
a course in which the teacher only
uses slides as material? Do not worry, you
are not alone. The majority of students
cannot fully pay attention if the professor
is just pointing at bullet points with a laser pen. This article will discuss why this
system is so common and why it is often
a bad idea.
So, what is the problem? First of all, attending the class becomes extremely boring. For an hour, slides continue passing
by on the whiteboard. Teachers continue
repeating what is written on slides while
students are struggling to stay awake.
This scene becomes even more exacerbated by the fact that the slides’ design is
standardised, so every course becomes a
copy of the next one.
Furthermore, slides lack specificity and
detail. Explaining complex ideas becomes difficult as it is just a summary
with bullet points and dashes. Students
expect to find every detail and often get
stuck on complicated problems because
an explanation is not provided.
Last but not least, teachers do not explain
as well when they are just talking as when
they are also writing it down at the same

time. Not having a PowerPoint presentation forces them to start their reasoning
from scratch. This makes a detailed explanation a lot more coherent. It is also
much easier for teachers to point out details and to highlight important points on
a blackboard compared to using a laser
pen.
So why do we still use slides for teaching?
I think there are two main reasons. First
of all, it requires a lot less effort from the
professor during class. Secondly, and
more importantly, it is also a lot easier for
students because they do not have to take
notes. They feel reassured about getting
a minimum of the content of the course.
However, learning becomes a lot easier if
you have taken notes during class. During
the process of writing down, the brain
can already reflect on the content. This
increased effort thoroughly facilitates the
learning process. As learning is generally
linked with effort, writing is an efficient
way to memorise and to understand.
However, some research shows a more
nuanced view. A 2006 paper written by
David Levasseur shows that computer-generated slides are an effective medium of teaching when students can print

“As learning is generally linked with
ơǡ
ƥ 
memorise and to understand.”
Recently, Paul Ralph, a professor in
computer science at the University of
Auckland, became famous for an article on why universities should banish
PowerPoint presentation when teaching.
According to him, using slides tends to
diminish the students’ learning. However, universities will not ban slides for
a simple reason. They measure success
by the students’ satisfaction rather than
learning outcomes. As long as they continue to use satisfaction as a primary
metric, they will not abandon the use of
slides.
In a nutshell, using slides in class negatively affects learning in class. It is both
damaging for students and professors,
as understanding complex reasonings
becomes problematic. However, slides
can be used as an additional medium to
create more interaction between students
and professors. Finally, students must
learn to not always ask for slides. They
must try to interact during class by participating and asking questions.
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Pourquoi existe-t-il encore
aujourd’hui un tel tabou autour
de la guerre d’Algérie ?
par Noémie Martin

E

n 1962 se terminait ce que l’on mettra du temps à appeler la
guerre d’Algérie. Pourtant, près de 60 ans plus tard, le sujet
reste sensible entre les deux pays. Entre colonialisme, indépendance et guerre des mémoires, retour sur un pan de l’histoire
franco-algérienne.
Aujourd’hui encore, lorsque la guerre d’Algérie est évoquée, de
vives réactions font surface dans le débat public. En septembre
dernier, Emmanuel Macron reconnaissait la responsabilité de
l’armée française dans la torture et le décès de Maurice Audin, un
mathématicien militant pour l’indépendance de l’Algérie, symbole des dérives de l’armée pendant la guerre. Si cette déclaration
a été suivie de soulagements pour certains et a été qualifiée de
« pas positif louable » par le gouvernement algérien, elle ravive
une plaie ouverte pour d’autres. Mais pourquoi de tels différends
existent-ils entre les acteurs de ce conflit ?
En 1954, plus de cent-vingt ans après le début de la colonisation de l’Algérie par la France, le Front de Libération Nationale
(FLN) prépare et organise des attentats dirigés contre un système
français jugé profondément inégalitaire envers les Algériens colonisés, majoritairement paysans et réduits à la misère face à la
crise agraire. Après deux ans d’escalade des tensions, l’Assemblée
nationale vote les pouvoirs spéciaux qui autorisent l’envoi du
contingent dans le cadre de missions de « maintien de l’ordre »
dans les départements algériens. De véritables scènes de guérilla
éclatent dans toute l’Algérie, opposant des appelés français (des
militaires non-professionnels) aux indépendantistes algériens.
Bien qu’illégale, la torture est largement utilisée, autant par
l’armée française que par le FLN. Face à l’impuissance du pouvoir

politique en place à mettre un terme à cette guerre qui s’embourbe, Charles de Gaulle est rappelé à la présidence en 1958. Il envisage l’autodétermination dans son fameux discours : « Je vous ai
compris ! » de 1959. En France, l’opinion publique favorise désormais un retour à la paix, même si cela doit coûter l’indépendance
de l’Algérie au pays. Pourtant, les tensions entre le FLN et l’Organisation de l’Armée Secrète (OAS), le mouvement de résistance
des Européens d’Algérie, ne faiblissent pas : tous deux organisent
des attentats aussi bien en Algérie qu’en métropole alors que
l’Etat français réprime toujours les manifestations pro-indépendance. Finalement, le 18 mars 1962, les accords d’Evian rendent
leur souveraineté aux Algériens et l’indépendance est déclarée le
3 juillet de la même année.

“Sans certitude absolue, on estime le nombre de victimes algériennes entre 300 000 et 400
000, ce qui représente la même
proportion dans la population
totale que les hommes français
tués pendant la Première Guerre
mondiale.”
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Cette guerre a laissé de nombreux traumatismes derrière elle,
expliquant en partie son absence dans le débat public. Sans
certitude absolue, on estime le nombre de victimes algériennes
entre 300 000 et 400 000, ce qui représente la même proportion
dans la population totale que les hommes français tués pendant
la Première Guerre mondiale. Côté français, on estime à 27 500
le nombre de morts. Ces chiffres restent imprécis, les décès liés à
la torture et aux exécutions sommaires étant difficiles à estimer.
Cependant, les morts n’ont pas été les seules victimes de la guerre,
toute la complexité de la situation prenant sa source dans ce constat. L’absence de consensus mémoriel entre les différents acteurs
est frappante, ces derniers n’ayant pas vécu les évènements de la
même manière et n’en ayant pas eu les mêmes ressentis.

“L'absence de consensus mémoriơ± 
frappante, ces derniers n'ayant
pas vécu les évènements de la
même manière et n'en ayant pas
eu les mêmes ressentis.”
Les appelés du contingent, des jeunes français souvent âgés d’une
vingtaine d’année à peine, étaient envoyés en Algérie après environ un mois de service militaire ; ils étaient loin d’être des soldats professionnels. Beaucoup vécurent leur passage en Algérie
comme une expérience traumatisante puisqu’ils furent témoins
et durent parfois réaliser des actes de tortures ou d’exécutions
sommaires. À leur retour en France, très peu d’entre eux osèrent
parler de ce qu’il s’était passé de l’autre côté de la Méditerranée.
L’armée française fit également appel à des supplétifs algériens
pour élargir ses rangs. On les appelait les « harkis », et ces derniers combattaient aux côtés des militaires français, généralement plus pour des raisons de survie que par réelle conviction
idéologique. Ils furent jusqu’à 250 000 à défendre les intérêts de la
France dans leur pays. Seulement, à la fin de la guerre, la France
n’en accueillit que 25 000 avec leur famille, abandonnant les autres à leur sort en Algérie. Après la déclaration d’indépendance
et comme souvent après la guerre, des règlements de comptes
conduisirent au massacre de beaucoup d’entre eux, car ils furent
considérés comme des traîtres. En Algérie, on utilise d’ailleurs le
terme « harki » pour désigner un traître. Ceux qui furent rapatriés en métropole n’eurent pas l’accueil auquel ils s’attendaient.
On les rassembla dans des camps où ils ne furent jamais intégrés
au reste de la population et on ne reconnut pas la valeur de leur
engagement pour le pays. Aujourd’hui encore, ils ne sont pas
reconnus de la même manière que les appelés aux côtés desquels
ils se sont battus.

“Ceux [des harkis] qui furent
rapatriés en métropole n'eurent
pas l'accueil auquel ils s'attendaient. On les rassembla dans
des camps [...] et on ne reconnut
pas la valeur de leur engagement pour le pays.”

Les européens d’Algérie, que l’on appelle les « pieds noirs »,
furent également rapatriés au sortir de la guerre. Ces français
avaient construit leur vie en Algérie au cours du dernier siècle.
Au temps de la colonisation, ils n’étaient pas considérés comme
de véritables Algériens, même après y avoir vécu pendant plusieurs générations. Leur retour en France fut cependant difficile
: ils furent considérés comme des étrangers par les Français et ne
furent pas facilement intégrés. N’étant “chez eux” dans aucun
pays, la construction de leur identité en tant que communauté
resta très compliquée, même plusieurs décennies après la guerre,
car ils ne se considéraient ni Algériens ni Français.
De l’autre côté de la mer, la guerre a également laissé des traces.
De la même manière qu’en France après la deuxième guerre mondiale, le mythe des héros de la résistance et de l’indépendance
se répandit dans la population. À la fin de la guerre, n’étaient
considérés comme algériens que ceux qui avaient souffert de
la colonisation et de la révolution qui suivit. Pour eux, les torts
étaient français.
En revanche côté français, la guerre resta ancrée dans les
mémoires avec une certaine culpabilité. Elle vint s’ajouter à
l’échec cuisant des forces françaises au Vietnam pour constituer
une réelle blessure dans le nationalisme français. Les deux conflits vinrent ternir la puissance d’un pays qui sortait victorieux de
la Seconde Guerre mondiale. On se référa pendant de nombreuses années à tout cela comme étant les « évènements d’Algérie »
; ce n’est qu’en 1999 que l’on vota à l’Assemblée Nationale de reconnaître officiellement en tant que telle la « guerre d’Algérie ».
Pendant plus de trente ans, elle fut totalement absente des débats
publics en France. Les archives ne furent ouvertes qu’en 1990, ne
laissant avant cela aucune chance à la progression des connaissances historiques de cette guerre.

“On se référa pendant de nombreuses années à tout cela
comme étant les ‘événements
d'Algérie’; ce n'est qu'en 1999
que l’on vota à l'Assemblée Na Áƥ ment en tant que telle la ‘guerre
d'Algérie’.”
Pourtant, avec l’arrivée d’une nouvelle génération d’historiens et
de journalistes qui n’ont pas connu la guerre, les langues semblent
commencer à se délier, notamment du côté français. La reconnaissance des dérives de l’armée par les représentants politiques
français contribue également à l’apaisement des relations franco-algériennes. Il existe pourtant toujours un certain cloisonnement des mémoires qui ne permet pas de tourner complètement
la page et ralentit le travail de réconciliation. L’impossibilité d’un
consensus autour de la date du 19 mars comme jour officiel de la
fin de la guerre en constitue un parfait exemple.
On peut donc comprendre que la guerre d’Algérie est une partie
sombre de l’histoire de France, autant par les horreurs commises
par l’armée que par l’absence de considération de l’Etat à l’égard
des pieds noirs et des harkis.
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La montagne d’or :
une défaite pour l’environnement
par Anthony Ruiz

S

e présentant sous un nom évocateur et grandiloquent, la «
Montagne d’Or » est un projet d’exploitation minière controversé au cœur de la Guyane française, mêlant des enjeux
économiques, écologiques et sociaux. Il convient toutefois de
commencer par une courte rétrospective sur l’histoire du projet,
afin de mieux comprendre pourquoi les citoyens du département
d’outre-mer s’y sont vivement opposés.
L’histoire économique contemporaine guyanaise est intrinsèquement liée à l’or et à son extraction, l’exploitation aurifère, pratiquée de manière légale ou non, existant sur ce territoire depuis
un peu moins de 200 ans. Cependant, le temps de la ruée vers
l’or où l’on filtrait le sable des rivières au tamis est presque révolu, laissant place à des exploitations de plus grande envergure :
les mines à ciel ouvert. Le groupe Montagne d’Or, composé de
l’entreprise canadienne Columbus Gold et de l’entreprise russe
NordGold, a justement proposé à l’État français d’installer une
de ces mines dans le nord-ouest de la Guyane, en pleine forêt
amazonienne.

“Le temps de la ruée vers l'or où
ǯƤ°
tamis est presque révolu, laissant
place à des exploitations de plus
grande envergure : les mines à
ciel ouvert.”
A première vue ce chantier, qui débuterait en 2019 et durerait
une douzaine d’années, semblerait être bénéfique pour tous. En
effet, le projet pourrait être très prolifique pour les deux multinationales puisqu’on estime qu’un peu moins de sept tonnes
d’or seraient extraites du site annuellement. Le cours actuel de
l’or rayonnant aux alentours de 38 000 USD/kg, il est facile d’estimer l’énorme recette potentielle que représenterait cette mine.
De plus, cette dernière, qui serait alors la plus grande de France,
offrirait l’opportunité de lutter contre le chômage en Guyane, où
la proportion de demandeur d’emploi culminait à 22% fin 2017.
Selon ses promoteurs, le projet permettrait ainsi de créer 750 emplois directs, c’est-à-dire implantés sur le chantier lui-même, et
3 000 emplois indirects liés à l’activité économique du secteur.
C’est essentiellement cet argument qui a incité Emmanuel Macron en 2015, alors ministre de l’Economie, à annoncer vouloir
« tout faire pour qu’un projet de cette envergure puisse voir le
jour. »

Nous pouvons alors nous demander pourquoi ce projet est-il
l’objet de tant de controverses. Premièrement, la volatilité du
cours de l’or peut créer une véritable incertitude quant à la réelle
rentabilité du projet, et donc une incertitude sur les retombées
fiscales attendues par les finances publiques, comme le rappelle
WWF France. Cependant, les controverses économiques ne seront pas étudiées en détail dans cet article. Seuls seront traités
les impacts environnementaux, que nous articuleront en trois
parties distinctes.

La déforestation
Pour pouvoir accéder aux roches concentrées en or, qui se trouvent donc dans les sols, Colombus Gold devra en premier lieu
raser huit km² de forêt vierge amazonienne, soit une superficie
équivalente à quelque 820 terrains de football. NordGold, chargée
de prélever le précieux minéral, sera ensuite amenée à y forer
un trou gigantesque de 220 mètres de profondeur. La montagne
dont il est question ressemblera donc en réalité à une énorme
fosse stérile au milieu d’une forêt luxuriante. Ainsi, nombre
d’écosystèmes seront anéantis sur place, sans parler de la sphère
naturelle entourant le site qui en sera tout autant déséquilibrée.

L’utilisation du cyanure
Lorsque sont évoqués les enjeux environnementaux, la sécurité
et la santé des populations humaines se retrouvent au cœur des
préoccupations. Il n’est pas seulement question de protéger la
faune et la flore sauvages, contrairement à des idées populaires.
L’élément qui présente le plus de risque pour les Guyanais reste
l’utilisation de cyanure au sein de la mine. Il est en effet courant
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que cet élément très nocif soit dilué dans d’énormes quantités
d’eau afin de filtrer les amas de roches recelant le précieux
minéral. La boue toxique qui résulte de ce processus est ensuite
stockée dans un immense lac artificiel aux abords du site, qui
restera sur place des dizaines d’années après la fin de l’extraction.
Dans notre cas, le lac se situerait dans une région aux conditions météorologiques relativement instables, propice aux pluies
extrêmes. Ainsi, selon l’association Maïouri Nature Guyane,
on ne peut exclure la possibilité que le lac toxique déborde, ou
pire, que les digues maintenant l’intégrité de la structure cèdent.
Pour illustrer les conséquences qu’un tel drame provoquerait,
prenons un court moment pour rappeler la catastrophe survenue au Brésil le 5 novembre 2015 dans l’Etat de Minas Gerais.
Ce jour-là, une immense vague de 56,6 millions de mètres cubes
de déchets miniers s’est déversée dans le fleuve Rio Doce suite
à la rupture d’un barrage de retenue d’eau similaire. Ce tsunami de boue toxique a alors dévasté une quarantaine de municipalités, emportant 19 vies humaines dans son sillage. Au-delà
de ces dégâts directs, le fleuve est désormais contaminé par
différentes substances nocives pour une durée encore indéterminée. Ainsi, la pêche devenue interdite et l’agriculture ne pouvant plus dépendre du fleuve pour hydrater terres et animaux,
c’est l’essence même de toute une région qui périt ce jour-là. Cet
exemple récent nous sert de mise en garde, et bien que le groupe
Montagne d’Or affirme que son projet respectera les normes les
plus strictes de sécurité, « Le drainage minier acide peut durer
des centaines d’années, et c’est très difficile à maîtriser », affirme
Thibault Saint-Aubin, de l’association Ingénieurs sans frontières.

La consommation d’énergie
Environ 8.5% de la consommation électrique de la Guyane et
142 millions de litres de fuel seront nécessaires pour alimenter l’énorme machinerie présente sur le site, selon Novethic. L’association Sauvons la Forêt estime de plus que près de
140 000 litres d’eau par heure et un total de 46 500 tonnes de
cyanure seront employés pour extraire le précieux minéral.

Qu’en pensent les politiques?
Comme nous l’avons mentionné précédemment, Emmanuel
Macron était déjà favorable au projet en 2015 et n’a pas semblé

changer d’avis après son élection en tant que Président de la République, s’exprimant de nouveau en 2017 : « C’est un projet qui,
je le pense, sur ses fondamentaux, peut être bon pour la Guyane
». C’est aussi l’avis d’une majorité d’élus guyanais dont celui de
Rodolphe Alexandre, le Président de la Collectivité Territoriale.
Cependant, les ministres de l’environnement Ségolène Royale
puis Nicolas Hulot ont quant à eux manifesté publiquement leur
réticence ; la première précisant qu’il faudrait vérifier les engagements de la compagnie minière concernant le nombre d’emplois
promis aux Guyanais, et le second stipulant que les impacts environnementaux ne pouvaient être contrebalancés par un bénéfice
économique « assez réduit ».

Qu’en pensent les principaux concernés ?
Des groupes d’opposition au projet ont vu le jour, comme le
mouvement Or de question soutenu par 110 organisations nationales et internationales. Ce collectif citoyen a publié sur son site
une lettre exigeant au Président de la République d’abandonner
le projet. A ce jour, cette pétition a récolté près de 300 000 signatures. De plus, selon un sondage Ifop réalisé pour WWF France
datant de juin 2018, environ 69% des Guyanais interrogés sur la
Montagne D’Or se disaient opposés au projet.

“La montagne dont il est question
ressemblera donc en réalité à une
énorme fosse stérile au milieu
d’une forêt luxuriante.”
Face à l’ampleur de la contestation sociale et une étude incomplète de la part de la compagnie minière concernant les impacts
environnementaux, le gouvernement a annoncé prendre une
décision finale à l’automne 2018. Ce nouveau délai aura en effet permis l’organisation de débats publics en Guyane ainsi que
la remise du dernier rapport d’expertise. Emmanuel Macron,
élu cette année Champion de la Terre par l’ONU, s’est récemment révélé être moins catégorique, annonçant : « […] seules
des exploitations exemplaires en terme environnemental et socio-économique pourront être envisagées en France ».
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Justice sociale et redistribution
par Clémentine Bouleau

L

e débat autour des remèdes à apporter à l’injustice sociale est
aujourd’hui polarisé autour de la question de la redistribution. S’il s’agit d’un aspect essentiel de la justice sociale, le risque
serait d’oublier qu’il n’est pas le seul.

Pourquoi la redistribution est-elle un enjeu important dans nos sociétés ?
Pour comprendre les enjeux de la redistribution et les sources
du débat qu’elle alimente, il semble d’abord nécessaire de revenir
sur les principes qui la précèdent. A première vue, la nécessité
d’une redistribution vient du fait que le principe d’égalité entre
les Hommes, quel que soit le sens qu’on donne à cette égalité,
est une idée profondément ancrée dans les sociétés. Comme
l’écrivent Pierre Rosanvallon et Jean-Paul Fitoussi dans Le nouvel
âge des inégalités, « Il n’est pas de théorie sociale, même les plus
critiques eu égard à certains critères d’égalité, qui ne soit fondée
elle-même sur l’exigence de l’égalité dans au moins une dimension. Comment, en effet, se prévaloir d’une attitude éthique, si
chaque individu ne se voit pas accorder une égale considération
dans un certain domaine (…)? » Depuis des siècles, philosophes,
sociologues et économistes s’interrogent sur les différentes conceptions de l’égalité qui guident les rapports entre les Hommes.
Car la notion d’égalité est plurielle : il en existe probablement
autant de définitions que de représentations subjectives que l’on
peut s’en faire, chaque situation particulière pouvant engendrer
une nouvelle réflexion sur la définition de l’égalité qui semble la
plus juste et appropriée. C’est ainsi que l’on comprend la dimension éminemment subjective et problématique de la définition
d’une seule égalité qui sous-tendrait la promotion d’une forme
unique de justice sociale dans une société.

“C’est ainsi que l’on comprend
la dimension éminemment subjective et problématique de la
±Ƥǯ±±
sous-tendrait la promotion d’une
forme unique de la justice sociale
dans une société.”

Comment penser alors les débats autour de la redistribution ?
Le principe premier de la redistribution est d’opérer des prélèvements puis des transferts afin de corriger des dotations initiales
inégales pour créer les conditions réelles de l’égalité que l’on entend promouvoir. En France, selon le sociologue François Dubet,
deux grands principes sous-tendent cette redistribution. Le plus
ancien, le principe d’égalité des places, vise à réduire les écarts
entre les conditions de vie des plus modestes et des plus aisés. Sa
promotion passe notamment par une redistribution dite verticale, qui s’incarne essentiellement dans le principe de progressivité
de l’impôt en France. L’autre idée qui sous-tend la justice sociale
(et donc la redistribution), serait celle d’égalité des chances qui
correspond au principe méritocratique, idée beaucoup plus
prégnante aujourd’hui. Dans cette optique méritocratique, l’État
a pu mettre en place différents dispositifs afin d’essayer de créer
des conditions égales là où le changement social peine à se faire.
Transferts purs sous condition de ressource (à l’image des minima sociaux), « discrimination positive », politiques de quotas,
sont autant d’illustrations de cette volonté de donner à tous les
mêmes chances de réussir. Voilà, en théorie, une manière de
définir la redistribution en France.
Venons-en maintenant à la pratique. Pour s’attaquer de manière
concrète à l’injustice sociale, il apparaît nécessaire de choisir un
angle d’attaque. Or, selon l’angle choisi, on va plutôt favoriser l’un
ou l’autre des principes cités précédemment. On s’expose dès lors
à heurter la définition subjective de l’égalité de certains individus. En effet, égalité des places et égalité des chances n’appellent
pas les mêmes mécanismes redistributifs. Ainsi, là où certains
verront la mise en pratique de leur conception de l’égalité, d’autres pourront ne pas y trouver satisfaction. On comprend donc
pourquoi le système de redistribution français n’a cessé de provoquer des oppositions dans son histoire. On peut simplifier cette
opposition entre deux courants principaux : d’un côté un courant
de mouvance libérale qui accorde plus d’importance à l’égalité
des chances et accepte l’existence d’inégalités dès lors qu’elles reposent sur le mérite ; de l’autre, un courant qui préconise plutôt
une redistribution verticale en vue de réduire les écarts entre les
plus riches et les plus modestes dans une optique d’égalité des
situations.
En outre, les débats viennent aussi de ce que la promotion de
la justice sociale semble se heurter à des difficultés pratiques,
en termes d’efficacité économique. Certains mécanismess de
redistribution semblent ne plus être en mesure de promouvoir
l’idée de justice sociale qui a justifié leur mise en place. C’est ce
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que dénoncent par exemple Thomas Piketty, Camille Landais
et Emmanuel Saez dans Pour une révolution fiscale. Les auteurs
estiment que le système fiscal actuel avantage les 1% les plus
riches qui se voient relativement peu prélevés en raison de la
nature de leur revenu (le capital étant moins taxé que les revenus du travail), soulignant ainsi les contradictions d’un système
construit au départ pour assurer la progressivité fiscale. Le lien
entre redistribution et justice sociale n’est donc pas mécanique.

Mais la redistribution ne résume pas à elle seule la
justice sociale ...
Parce que ses conceptions sont plurielles, souvent antagonistes,
les arguments du débat qu’alimente la redistribution ne sont
donc jamais simples à comprendre. Le risque serait alors, en polarisant la réflexion sur le thème de la redistribution, de négliger
les sources de l’injustice sociale pour se concentrer seulement
sur la manière de la réduire. Pourtant, avant même de vouloir
redistribuer, peut-être faudrait-il s’interroger sur les sources et la
persistance de ces inégalités que l’on souhaite corriger.

“Pourtant, avant même de
vouloir redistribuer, peut-être
faudrait-il s’interroger sur les
sources et la persistances de ces
inégalités.”
Il semble nécessaire de revenir ici sur un principe fondamental de l’idéal de justice sociale en France : le principe d’égalité
des chances. Polariser le débat sur le système de redistribution
reviendrait à considérer comme acquis le fait que, une fois les
dotations initiales corrigées, ce principe soit réalisé. Or, rien
n’est moins sûr. En effet, ainsi postulée, l’égalité des chances
(qui mobilise des valeurs essentielles de liberté et d’autonomie)
laisse croire que les hommes sont seuls maîtres de leurs réussites
et de leurs échecs, une fois les moyens pour réussir distribués.
Ainsi, il omet l’action du milieu social, comme si la redistribution permettait de mettre tout le monde sur la même ligne de
départ. Or, le milieu social semble bel et bien avoir un effet sur
la réussite. On constate en France une influence très importante
de l’origine sociale sur les trajectoires individuelles. De même,
on observe des phénomènes de discriminations dans de nombreuses sphères de la vie sociale (accès à l’emploi, au logement
etc.). Ainsi, contre l’idée de la réussite comme récompense du

mérite, on peut souligner le fait que les individus ne sont pas
toujours placés dans des conditions d’égalité en raison de critères
(appartenance ethnique, sexe, ou lieu de résidence par exemple)
qui les éliminent de facto de la course. Il y a donc une réflexion
à mener, en amont de celle sur la redistribution, sur l’influence
d’autres facteurs que les simples ressources économiques dans la
formation des inégalités sociales.
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en amont de celle sur la redistriǡǯƪ ǯ
facteurs que les simples ressources économiques dans la formation
des inégalités sociales.”
En outre, comme le souligne encore Dubet : « La méritocratie
est intolérable quand elle associe l’orgueil des gagnants au mépris
pour les perdants ». Cela nous amène à souligner que la justice
sociale ne se limite pas à la réussite matérielle. En effet, les luttes
sociales pour l’égalité ne sont pas exclusivement fondées sur la
volonté d’obtenir des avantages matériels mais sont aussi des
luttes pour la reconnaissance, comme le souligne le philosophe
Axel Honneth. Au-delà d’une égalité matérielle, ce que doit aussi
promouvoir la justice sociale c’est donc une égale reconnaissance. C’est là une dimension essentielle de la vie sociale puisque,
comme le précise Dubet, les inégalités sont aussi des « expériences subjectives, des sentiments et des émotions participant à
la formation, à la destruction parfois, des sujets ». La reconnaissance, en participant à la valorisation des individus aussi bien
dans l’intimité que dans les sphères publiques (reconnaissance
de droits égaux) et collectives (reconnaissance d’une utilité sociale) contribue ainsi à renforcer le sentiment d’égalité. Il semble
donc également important aujourd’hui de prendre en compte la
reconnaissance comme un élément essentiel de la justice sociale.
Certes, la redistribution semble être indispensable dans une
logique de promotion d’égalité entre individus. Néanmoins, il
n’est pas certain qu’elle soit suffisante pour assurer la promotion
des idéaux de justice sociale et pour réduire les inégalités. De
plus, sa dimension subjective en fait un élément sans cesse débattu et remis en question, ce qui est susceptible de limiter d’autant
plus son action. Dès lors, il semble absolument nécessaire de
mobiliser d’autres éléments, tels l’effet du milieu social ou l’importance de la reconnaissance, afin de faire avancer la réflexion et
de continuer à lutter contre les inégalités au sein de la société.
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Internship reports
Kpler, Kevin Nem
1. Where did you do your internship and what was your role?
I did my internship in Paris at Kpler, a company that develops
data intelligence solutions for the commodity market. Kpler
tracks cargos in order to aggregate data and compute international flows. The commodity market is opaque and Kpler contributes to make it more transparent. The client base is diverse:
trading houses, oil majors, national oil companies, ship-owners,
and international organisations.
I joined the commercial team as an international sales intern. My
primary task was to sell the product in the European Area. As a
commercial, I had to prospect, present a demo, and meet with
clients. Before doing any of that, I had to learn how the product
works and understand the commodity market in depth. Every
morning I read the news to familiarise myself with the market
and find commercial opportunities. After that, the rest of my day
was dedicated to working on prospects and existing clients. I had

the chance to meet clients from different countries, to present
our product, negotiate or just have quick chat with them concerning their needs and our latest releases. One aspect of the job
is to maintain a good relationship with clients and companies. I
ended my internship with Kpler by organising the annual party
of the company in Geneva.

2. How did your studies at TSE help you during the Internship?
The commodity market, and especially the oil & gas market,
strongly impacts the economy. It is important to have basic
knowledge of economics and finance to understand the dynamics of this sector. TSE provides a rigorous and strong training in
economics that helped me during this internship. Thanks to the
programming class at TSE on statistical software, in addition to
my sales role, I was able to analyse the data and help our client
on the technical side.

3. How did you get your internship? What would be your advice
for students looking for a similar internship?
I found my internship through the website “Welcome to the
jungle” that references thousands of companies and job opportunities. After having sent my CV, I decided to call the company
directly. The first time, I was told that the HR wasn’t available
but after a few minutes, the person I was going to work with
called me and interviewed me. I had to pass through different
interviews and went to Paris for a final interview. I would advise
students at TSE to not restrict themselves because there are many
possible careers, and there are a lot of companies that are looking
for our profile in different fields and positions.

IRSN, Felipe Ramírez
1. Where did you do your internship and what was your role?
I did a six months internship at the IRSN (Institut de
Radioprotection et de Sûreté Nucléaire) – the French nuclear
protection institute. It employs around 1800 people, at the moment, in activities related to nuclear safety, regulation, research
and risk management, and analysis. I worked in the Health pole,
in the Nuclear Crisis Service’s Economics Lab. The internship
project focused on improving the probabilistic safety analysis
(PSA) code used by the IRSN to include the health risk costs
caused by hypothetical nuclear accidents. The PSA code serves to
estimate the distribution of nuclear accidents’ costs on different
civil nuclear power plants located in France. The code uses data
from nuclear reactors and an atmospheric distribution model.
The model simulates the transfers of radioactive elements in the
environment and computes the level of exposure for different

populations. The economics analysis lab takes this exposure data
and uses epidemiological models to compute the impacts of radiation on individual health. My work was to use non-market valuation methods and health economics models to come up with a
monetary value (in Euros) for all the expected health effects in
the exposed population. This is important for the estimation of
the damage function of nuclear power production to allocate the
optimum level of nuclear safety investment.

2. How did your studies at TSE help you during the Internship?
My experience at TSE helped me in various ways but I will focus
on the two most important things.
First, academic knowledge acquired in TSE was essential because
my internship focused on topics like environmental valuation,

Professional
uncertainty, and cost-benefit analysis, which are important subjects in the ERNA program. Also, very basic microeconomics
was necessary to understand certain more complicated mechanisms in the models reviewed for my project. That was very surprising because most people think that bachelor level economics
models don’t do well in capturing real-life phenomena. However,
at IRSN, I had the chance to see that certain behaviours are still
better explained with basic micro models in practice.
Second, during the internship, I had to cooperate with people
working on very different topics than economics for example meteorologists, nuclear engineers, epidemiologists etc. Moreover,
we were encouraged to be proactive when organising meetings
and discussing with experts. I feel that my participation in different TSE associations really helped me to develop my leadership
skills and perform better during the internship.

3. How did you get your internship? What would be your advice
for students looking for a similar internship?
The internship offer was posted on the TSE alumni website. I did
a phone interview and had to pass a background check before
they accepted my candidacy.
I would recommend, first, that students use the extra time available in M2 compared to M1 to do research about their interests,

know what topics really interest them and try to talk to their
teachers and whoever contact they have about the different options in the job market. Most TSE professors have worked outside of the academic world, so they usually have very cool experiences in different sub-fields and organisations. In my opinion, it
is also very important to have interesting previous internships,
for example in M1. In my case, there were lots of questions about
my previous work experiences during the interview, and my past
experiences helped greatly. For people who have not done many
internships before, it can help to talk about their work in different academic projects, like Applied Econometrics, and make a
connection between their projects and what they will be asked to
do during the internship they are applying to.

Memoir report
Ege Bayram

I

n this report, I explain my dissertation on the incidence of child
labour. Through the creation of a theoretical model, I explore
the relationship between dynamics of wage inequality and child
labour. The aim of my work is to find a proper policy recommendation to solve (at least partially) both problems. Moreover,
I briefly discuss the context of my memoir in a bit more detailed
fashion.
In order to be able to begin my research, I had to choose a field
of study. Labour economics was my chosen field given that I am
strongly concerned about the effects of income inequality and
the existence of child labour. Additionally, I believe that they are
two of the biggest current challenges that the world is facing.
By knowing which field to study and which aspects to cover, I
started to review the literature on the topic.
After exploring the existing literature, I decided to combine
models on child labour with models on inequality with the aim
of finding an adequate policy recommendation to simultaneously reduce child labour and wage inequality. Then I constructed
a rough model to be sure that the main question is actually applicable, and constructed the final version of my research question afterwards. Finally, I developed an Overlapping Generations
framework in which the response of household behaviour to
income shocks can be traceable through periods.
In the model, there are two groups in a given population divided by income levels in a small open economy. I impose the

assumption that households prefer sending their children to
school only if adult income is sufficient to support the family. If
children go to school instead of working, they will obtain high
wages as a result of human capital accumulated via schooling. As
a result, when the previously schooled children become adults
they will be able to feed their own children and, in some cases
even have some surplus left. The policy suggestion of the paper
can roughly be explained as follows: A redistributive policy in
which government taxes at least a part of the excess wage income
of high wage households and channels that to a randomly assigned small fraction of the poor households. The income inflows
make that proportion of the poor households sufficiently wealthy
to send their children to school, leading to a decrease of child
labour. As a consequence, the proportion of skilled human capital of the population will increase (therefore, high wage earner
population). By increasing the level of skilled human capital in
society and assuming that population is fixed, the supply of low
wage labour force decreases. This results in an increase in the
wage from the low human capital individuals, reducing the gap
between high wage and low wage levels.
The theoretical model was my contribution to the current literature, as well as the review of previous literature. To conclude, I
can suggest writing a dissertation to those who are interested in
pursuing an academic career, and in the development of either
theoretical or empirical models. In other cases, it can be that the
marginal benefit from an internship is higher.
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Conference report
Ajit Singh:
Foundations of entrepreneurship
by Joël Bréhin

Dr. Ajit Singh has had a long and complex career. He went
from driving a cab in NYC during his studies at Columbia,
where he obtained a PhD in computer science, to pursuing
a successful career at Siemens Healthcare, where he reached
the position of CEO of this division. He then left his job to
create his own company, Biolmagene, a company providing
medical professionals with tools helping with: management,
analysis and sharing of patients’ biological samples. After selling his company, he now works as a partner with Artiman,
an investment fund specialising in start-ups. He is considered
an expert voice in the field of medical IT applications and
entrepreneurship.

H

is conference at TSE aimed at presenting the main requirements of building a successful company and the environment in which it can thrive. Before getting started, he asked if the
audience had questions they wanted answered during his presentation. Among the topics that were most asked about were: the
most important things to start a company, the pitfalls of success
and, when does one know he should give up.
To introduce his talk, Dr. Singh compared the Galapagos to the
Silicon Valley. The latter being a place that has all the right things
allowing a fertile exchange of ideas thus better start-ups. Indeed,
the oceanic currents in the Galapagos allow the mixing of biomatter and thus great biodiversity. The main argument is that by
observing a known catalyst of entrepreneurship, we can extrapolate on the foundations of entrepreneurship, just like travelling
to the Galapagos was fundamental to Darwin’s understanding of
life. Furthermore, he aims at studying the principles first, because
it is often easy to confuse causes and consequences.

He goes by arguing that three factors are more commonly observed in the Silicon Valley than anywhere else. First, a smooth
hierarchy: over there, people are used to have young entrepreneurs or scientists eventually founding a company in an a priori
unrelated field. Second, a wide diversity, that is a proxy for variety in walks of life, interests and more generally, of worldviews.
Finally, a culture that is trans-disciplinary and translates into
good listening skills.
Once the environment was covered, the speaker went into further details on the personal qualities required in entrepreneurs.
Mostly this has to do with the ways to build a culture of accountability necessary to establish a fertile environment. He argues
that it mostly requires trust, defined as a function of reliability
(doing your job as you said), credibility (being an expert in your
field) and intimacy (being able to look vulnerable) discounted by
self-interest. He then finished by saying that these qualities are
best worked on with a mentor that can guide you.

Happy winners of our previous caption competition:
Participate in our
current caption
competition on
Facebook to win
some prizes!

On Campus

TSE Careers
The TSE Careers team prepares students for their future careers by offering guidance and support in career development, as well as
helping students to learn, grow, and build skills in a challenging job market.
During the first semester, the TSE Careers team set up the “Professional Development” course for first and second year Master
students, and organised the successful Business Networking Day, which welcomed more than 54 companies.
For the second semester, the TSE Careers team encourages students to start looking for their internship as soon as possible. Students
can visit TSE Careers Facebook Group Page for full information and tips for your internship search. Moreover, you can consult the
TSE Alumni website for all the internship/job offers that companies are posting everyday, so take advantage of this unique opportunity to find the perfect internship or job. The Careers team is also available to meet and advise students: send an email to careers@
tse-fr.eu or drop by the office MA005 to ask for an appointment. Do not leave it to the last minute!
Lastly, the school is strongly committed to giving students the opportunity to meet business economists and researchers from diverse
sectors, which allows them to broaden their economic and statistical background. Throughout the academic year, TSE Careers does
this by organising special lectures by professionals, “Business Talks”, and by researchers, “Academic Talks”, and also supporting the
TSEconomist’s annual “Public Lecture” that brings renowned speakers to share their experience with students.
Consult the TSE Alumni website for the full calendar!

DATE

TALK

COMPANY

17.01.2019

Business Talk

Engie - Chief Analyst

24.01.2019

Academic Talk

IAST Program Director

31.01.2019

Business Talk

Google

February or March

TSEconomist Public Lecture

14.03.2019

Business Talk

Accenture - Principal Director Strategy

21.03.2019

Business Talk

Analysis Group Inc - President
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